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PROBLEMS OF STRUCTURAL ADAPTATION IN OLD .INDUSTRIAL AREAS
A FACTOR-ANALYTICAL APPROACH
1. Introduction
Structural change in an economically interdependent world is a
phenomenon the ~onsequences of which are unevenly spread, even
within developed count~ies. Although the necessity of structural
adaptation is ac·knowledged to be in ttte generał economic interest,
the co~ts of this change are undisputably not borne equally; the
burden _is concentrated on sel.ected social groups and regions. One
type of region in which the consequences of structural change
{and the inability to adjust.to these consequences) become most
obvious is the so-called "old industrial area".

I
I
•

Old Industrial Areas (hereafter referr~d to as OIAs) are generally understood as having the following characteristics: an
economic base going back to the last century - as such it comprises areas in which the impulses for economic prosperity have
been created, a prosperity which has lasted for more than a
century and whlch is now declining; a concentration in a narrow
range of industries, typically mining, steel production, heavy
engineering, paper, textiles. Such areas exist in many developed
countri es: i n FRG · · the Ruhrgebi et, i n France parts of A1 saceLorrai ne, in Great Britain the areas around Newcastle, Liverpool, Glasgow, in the US Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia~
and in Austria the steel district concentrated in the northern
part ~f Styria. This list of examples demonstrates that the
phenoraenon of concentrated costs of structural change (the problems of stagnation with high unemployment and, because of the
strong ·monostructure, limited possibilities of avoiding it by
commuting to other firms or sectors) occur in many countries
of the developed world.

i
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Some of these symptoms may occur in regions that mig~t not be
"old" in the specific sense of this context. It will be argued
here that (1) there are distinctive :differences in
~egions wi~hin developed countries; (2) the OIAs represent a
special case of regions wiht characteristics indicating an inability to adjust to structural change; (3) this inability is
the result of a combination of elements~ a combiriation that is
remarkably different from that of other regions; · and (4) these
elements poi~t to the supply side as a cause of the difficulty
of change, an emphasis that ~an be supported by theoretical
considerations.
2. A Theoretical Approach
An important problem in regional growth theory is how to explain
changing fortunes in regional development, i.e. why favoured
regions reach a peak of prosperity and then start to decline.
The well-known regional growth theories (export base model,
models of cumulative causation, ~hift-share analysis, models of
normal growth patterns, to the extent that the latter two can
be regarded as theories) emphasise change in one direction only,
although each is capable of highlighting certain aspects of the
lost dynamics of OIAs.
For a long time it was popular in regional economics to focus
attention on structure. Indeed it is very tempting to · explain a
region 1 s decline in terms of structure, pa~ticularly if the region' s ee on omy is cha racteri sed as a mono st ructure ( i • e.. is concent rated in very few industries). -The structural explanation
employed by Toothill (1961) and Scott (1965) was seriously
questio9ed by Chinitz (1961) and _ later by Cameron (1970). The ·
basie assumption (that the ·growth differential can be attributed
to the str~ctural component) has to be dismissed. The explanatory content of ~hift share · analysis was very doubtful anyway,
since the empirical findings were notable to show the dominant .
influence of the structural compo~ent. This is ~ot to suggest
that the "structural" explanation mus.t be dismissed completely.
After all, in most studies, approximately half . of the growth
differential is explained by the structure. 1 > There ~re, however,
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three qualifications. First. most studies do not go beyond 1970,
a point of time after which the problem became mare serious.
Second, the results are sensitive to the level of disaggregation.
Third, there are considerations beyond the purely compositional
aspects of structure. Ch1nitz (1961) made the important point
that a particular structure can hav~ negative influenc~ on im- _
portant characteristics of the supply side, such as entrepreneurial behaviour, accessibility to capital, high wages, qualification of w~rk fo~ce, environme~tal : conditions etc. All this
meant, however, was that the decline of OIAs cannot be explained
exclusively in terms of st~ucture in the traditional sense of
sectoral compositions.
A second approach of the regional economist is export base
theory. As with shift share analysis, it was very popular, especially in the '50s and '60s, but was ~ismissed · tn the early
'70s as not theoretically . valid _by Richardson (1978) amÓng
others. However, export base theory makes the essential point
that important impulses for regional growth are set by exogenous
demand of which export demand constitutes the most part. The
approach has been revived by export-led growth models, _s tarting
with Kaldor _(1970, 1977) who argued that once the Verdoorn law
is taken into account, · once-prosperrius .industrial countries .
or regions may experience decline due · to the competition from
"successful latecomers" ·. • Given the rise and the growth of world
demand, successfuf challengers who can enlarge their share are
predestined to have higher growth rates as the market as a whole
and, more importantly, . as the region the share of which is declining. By this process of catching up and overtaking other
regions, the pos~ibility of continous expansion ·for old industrial centres is limited. The fact that the world market and its
growth rate are assumed to be given and that the growth of productivity of the new1y industrialised regions is greater than
t h a·t of OI As rn a k es a tur n i n g po i nt po s si b 1 e .
Kaldor not only stressed the irnportance of export demand, but
reintroduced the notion of cumulative processes originally put
forward by Myrdal -(1957). Myrdal . postulated his·· idea of , circular
causation first for social processes in generaJ, before discussing it in economic terms expressed mare explicitly by Kaldor.
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A formal interpretation was put forward by Thirlwall and Dixon
(197~). showing that t~e stability of a growth path depends on
certain parameter values, in addition to the · Verdoorn · coefficient, the mark up, the autonomous rate of productivity growth
especially price and income elasticities of export demand. It
would be very difficult to make empirical .tests of regional
parameters. But it ~ight be assumed that the _differences are
greater between regions than between nations {simply because
they are more specialised) and that _especially for OIAs {with
their standardised products), exports are very sensitive to
price differences and that their products have a low elasticity
of income.
This export-led growth model of course begs the question why export demand gets weaker for a region, or the other way around,
why regi ona 1 · supp ly can no 1 onger meet the exogenou s demand.
Consequently, there is a relevance to theories which can explain
why income and price elasticities assume values which permit low
growth rates or rates which diverge away from the n~~a)
average. One such theory is the product cycle hypothesis, _an
approach which explains why prices and income elasticities are
or become important and which attributes a significant role to
technical innovation.
The product cycle hypothesis basically postulates that every
product (or even market) goes through various stages, and that
the criteria for the com~etitiveness of a product varies according to the specific stage. The relevance of this theory for
OIAs results from the question as to how the market opport~nities .for their pro-0ucts can be evaluated and also because the
product cycle has a spatial component, every stage p~oposing
certain localities (Vernon, 1960, Geldner 1978). According to
the product cycle hypothesis the interpretation o~ the backwardness of OIAs is given by the fact that they were notable to
-leave the cycle and remain in the innovative initial part. They
are therefore at a stage in which they are exposed to price
competition to which, bec?use of adverse factor proportion, they
cannot resist. rroducts of OIAs have a high price elasticity

combined with a low income elas tici ty , a cbmbination ~hich re sults from having gone th r ough the pr od uct cycle . This is in
accordance with their spatial situation: OIAs tend to be located
in periphe r al zones, significant dista nces from the relevant
economic, political and cultural centres and rely on a narrow
range of o~cupational skills. This connection between location
and the product cycle forms the core of the supply-side interpretation of OIAs which have blocked transmission mechanism for
developing new produ~ts and shedding the old ones (Tichy, 1981). 2 )
The line of argument suggest the following hypothesis: (1) regions generally, and OIAs in particular, are extremely open
economies; (2) their growth is determined by exogenous demand;
(3) the basie message of export base models is that regions are
not autonomous: they have an export base that is too sma 11 . or
perhaps even an inappropriate export base; (4) a number -of parameters explain to what extent a destabilising process ts possible,
under which condition a diverging growth rate takes place. lt
becomes elear, therefore, that against exogenous demand there
has to be set endogenous supply. (5) The "regionalized" version
of the product cycle hypothesis represents the. essential argument
to link (autonomous export) demJnd to this supply side and proposes · an endogenous explanation for the changing fortunes of
OIAs. 3 )
It would seem, therefore, that there are elements of the various
regional growth t~eories which support the conclusion that · the
poor performance of OI As stem_s from the fact that they are i n
the finał stage of their "life cycle", a stage that is marked
by a lack of competitiveness and an inadequate flexibility in
. adjustment to change. It is the supply side fa~tors that make
regions old, not the weak demand. lt is a combination of supply
side elements that acts as a barri~r to change, a combination
wbich corresponds to the characteristics of the spatial version
of the product cycle hypothesis. 4 )

3. Factor Analytical Description of Old Industrial Areas in
Austria
Tnis interpretation of OIAs is principally testable. One step
to such an empirical test is to describe Austria's regions by
certain variables pointing to the supply side and giving hints
to cert~in stages of the product cycle, to the ability to innovate or to the inability to adjust, to inflexibilities and to
see if there are certain clusters among theses subregions which
are similar to each other and different from other groups. If our
interpretation of OIAs is correct then among the regions of a
developed country those which are commonly regarded as "old"
must differ from all others in .terms of certain characteristics
and constellations of. variables which relate to supply-side
elements. One apprÓach to this problem is to extract from a
m~ltitude ·of objects which have a multitude of characteristics
the ones which share certain characteristics and which differ
from others. This is central to the approach of factor analysis.
a) Data
The analysis starts, therefore, with the question: can the
district of Austria deemed · to be "old" be described by elements
and factors which are significant for these districts and not
for all others? Of the 82 Austrian districts analysed, 8 were
regarded as "old industrial districts".s) The designation of
certain districts as OIAs has to be done according to an a priori
basis. We therefore assume that certain districts can be regarded as "old" and then determine whether they can be described
by~ combination of variables. The ~lassification as •old" is
of course not completely deliberate and follows a common understanding of industrial problem areas. ln another study a similar
-designation (also on an a priori basis) was selected (Tichy,
1981).
The 82 districts were described by 10 variables,(which all refer
to manufacturing industry):
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(1) size of plants measured by the total number of employees
divided by the mumber of plants;
(2) level of industry concentration, as given by the percentage
of the three largest industries out of the total employment
_of the district;
(3) female participation rate; ·
(4) qualification of the workforce, as the percentage of bluecollar workers ~as opposed to white-collar workers) out o~
the · total employment (note that the variable "qualification"
is ~egatively defiijed~ .because _it is measured in terms ~f
percentage of the less qualified part);
(5) wage level, as wage payments divided by the number of employees;
(6) mean annual growth of productivity over the period 1972-79;
(7) level of productivity in 1979 ~s· the net output value per
employee;
(8) growth of industrial output . 1972-1979, as the mean value of
annual growth rates;
(9) birth rate of firms, measured by the number of jobs created
in new firms 1976-1980 as a proportion of the number of total
jobs;
(10) death rate, measured by the same method.
It is of course di~putable what vari~bles ~escribe satisfyingly
supply side inadaquacies · and production capacity; in the selection
of · variables the small data base on the district level was a
severe limitation; for .amore consistent consideration it would
of · cours~ be _ advantageous to )nclude ~ore variables - onei which
are not restricted to manufac~uring industries alone, es~ecially
those which depend on sociological and political dimension. Vet
_the limited availability of data at the regional level (and, in
our case, at the district level) restricts the analysis to the
above variables.
Within these (strong) limiis the leading idea was to .find
characteristics and combinations of characteristics which go
beyond the compositional aspect of structure an~ which give
hints to the productive capacity and the flexibility ~f regions
and districts; and which at the same time respresent in their
combination indicators for stages of the · product cyĆle hypo- ·
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thesis and its agglomeration aspects: indicators for (in)flexibilities like size of plants (where size is in indirect proportion to the adaptive ability), qualification of the workforce,
d,versif1cation of industrial structure. · Size of plants and concentration/diversification of industry rnay - according to
Chinitz (1961, p. 285) - also be interpreted aus indica-tors for a
region's "entrepreneuria1 potential": the larger ~he plant, the
stronger interna] hierarchy what leaves little room for risktaking a~d entrepreneurial behaviour; the less diversified the
industrial structure the stronger the oligopolistic environment
which has
lower entrepreneurial birth rate; the ease of entry
is considerably greater in an environment dominated by small
firm industries - districts dominated by big business cause an
aura of second-class citizenship for the small businessman.
Oifferentes in the kind and quality of labour are expressed by_
the wage levę..Y, qualification of workforce and female participation rate. The latter is certainly partly dependent on the
industrial composition, but points to the fact that this composition has further effects for the supply ~f labour which raises
.
.
.
the question if a low participation rate represents in any case
a potential supply. Besides being a result of the nature of the
work done by thi men it ~s a mirror of very specific and coherent
structures of social relations:~ "bread winner" ideology which
puts women into the home, ·an -active policy of keeping out alternative employment, little competition for female labour by
indigenous firms - all resulting in a lack of paid work for
women- (Massey, 1983, p. 77, Chinitz, 1961, _p. 287). Variables
6,7,8 are the result of factor inputs but represent, beside this
purely co_mputational relation, rough i_n dicators ~or _the only indirectly
measurable efficiency of factors of production and for the
economic dynamism. The combination of (above avirag~) wage level
and (below average) productivity level hints to the high efficiency wages and their importance in the context of the Verdoorn-Law as pointed out by Kaldor (1970) and Dixon/Thirlwall
(1975). The two last variables are partly result of a region's
potential for change, they also give informatiąn about the rnobility of firms and plants, about the age of the capital stock.

a
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The explanatory power does not so much reside in the single
variable, ·but in the combination of variables. E. g. low female
participation rates do not only indicate that women do not represent a potential supply or have a disinclination to work (~ecause of . the shift work of men or the possibly greater spatial _
radius of the labour market) but that this fact is in interaction
with variables as e.g. industrial structure causing a low bifth
rate, above average · wage level. In this sense every variable is
as much -a cause and a result (for a detailed analysis of these
connections see e.g. Erickson/Leinbach, 1979, Segal, 1979,
Massey, 1983). The selection· of available ·vari~bles, therefore,
was directed by the intention _to get hold of. direct factors of
input, but beyond these factors of _element~ and their possible
combinations which are able to indicate interindustry influences
which may or may not foster the adaptive capacity. ·
/

b) An Outline/ of the Applied Factor Analysis
Based on a n x m data matrix, where n represents the n~mber
of the random sample · (in our_ case 82 Austrian districts) and m
the number of attributes (or _variables), the factor analysis
yields the . number and characteristics of independent basie
functions of "factors" (e.g. Schlosser, 1976). The variables
analysed are ~epr•sentable as a function ·of these _factors. Thus .
each factor describes a common aspect of those variables which
define the factor. The factor analysis reduces the variables in
principle to orthogonal, i.e. linear independent, not _with . each
other correlating factors.
The factor analysis yields a m x r matrix of !acto~ loadings
(where r is the number of extracted factors) and a n x r matrix
of factor scores. - The factor loading indicates the extent to
which the factor is "l~aded" (positively or negatively) by the
variable; it represents the correlation of the variablewith the
factor and therefore lies between -1 and +1 . Generallj, a fa~tor
loading above .25 t~ .30 is regarded as significant (Dixon and
Brown, 1979, Schlesser, 1976). Because of the orthogonality of
the factors one variable can have approximately the same loadings
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on several factors, thus its association is not unique.
The factor score explains the extent to
j~ct to the characteristic of a factor,
or negative. A negative value indicates
teristic or the existence of an inverse

which a district is subso that it can be positive
the lack of this charac:charac t eristic .

The factor analysis of the Austrian regional industrial _structu r e
was impl~mented by principal component factor analysis. This
method analyses the total variance of the variables. The number
of factors extrac t ed is initially equal to the number of variables,
so that a criterion for the limitation of the number of factors
is necessary. A frequently used (although not undisputed} criterion considers all those factors with the explained variance
(or eigenvalue) greater than one (Hofstatter, 1974). However,
this criterion is capable of being applied to our analysis,
since the first four factors explain about 75 ~ of the total
variance and the contribution of the other factors is considerably less compared with the contribution of_ the first four factors.
Since in most cases it is relatively difficult to interpret
these extracted factors, a supplementary transformation or rotation of the factors is made in ord~r to produce loadings as
low or as high as possible. This procedure does not affect the
.fac tor conf i gurat i on; · on 1y the coord i n ate axes are rot ated ( re1 at i veto the _variable vectors) in th.e factor space. Because
of the altered loadings, the factors can now be more easily
1nterpreted.
A generally accepted technique for rotation according to this
principle of the simple structure is the "varimax-method" lHofstatter, 1974) which 1s also used h~re. 6 )
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4 . Results
(a) Outline of the Factors
The factor analytical technique employed divides the data
into ~our factors:

materiał

Table 1: Factors and Factor Loadings
Rotated Factor Loadings (Pattern)
Factor
1
1. SiŻe
2. Level of concentration •
of industry
3. Female participation
· 4. Qualification
5. Wage Level
~
6. Productivity •72-'79
7. Productivity level '79
8. Output '72-'79
9. Birth rate
10~ Death rate
VP

Factor
2

Factor
3

Factor
4

.833

-.023

.047

-.194

.439

-.369
.079
.164
-.055

- .191
-.158
-.744
.632

.467
.148

- -.810

.062
.677

·.252
· -.133

.001
.253
-.096
-.409

.877

.071

.017

.103
.910
.304

.760

-.255

-.182

2.310

1.903

.202
.023
.639
.890
1.602 ·

.:·. na
- .102'
.024
1.624

The variance proportion for each factor is the sum of the squares of the
~lements of ·the column of the fa~tor pattern matrix corresponding to that . factor . . When the rot~tion i~ o~thogonal, the
variance proportion is the variance explained by· the factor~
Factor 1 1 which ~as the highest variance proportion and ihus
contains the most information, indicates the following correlations: a concent!ation of large firms, a high wage level, and
a low female-participation rate. Also significant are the level
of in~ustry conc~ntration, the birthrate, and at the margin of
significance is the death rate. Such a specific constellation of
variables can be expected to have a high value in O!As. The most
obvious and striking charakteristic is the heavy monostructure,
i .e. OIAs are dominated by a few industries, in _most cases steel,
paper, textiles. The level of industry concentration therefore
should be a significant characteristic. One aspect of this mono-

structure is also the low female-participation rate: only
accounting for the structural bias this should be low in OIAs.
The se regi ans are al so domi nated by a s~al 1 number of _1 arge fi rms
so that the average size of firms can be expected to be high.
This above-average size ·would also be an indication of the strong
export orientation of firms which constitute the (declining}
export base of the region. 7 } High wages represent barries to
entry for other enterprises, while low birth rates and low death
rates are consequences of such barriers. They are also . signs of a low
degree of flexibility in the· context of the product cycle hypothesis: old firms are not allowed to die with the result that
there are entry barriers for new ones. Firms which are old,
large and confined to a _few industries are (because of their
organisational structure) usually disinclined to innovate and
follow the product cy~le to the e~d. The low female-partic1pation
rate may also be an indicator of ~low · flexibility being ~ result
of social and political processes and hinting to rigid class
structures.· The va.rious arguments suggest that the combination
of variables contained in factor l describe OIAs.
Factor 2 shows loadings for the growth of industrial production
and productivity, a positively significant birthrate and an even
stronger conce~tration of indu~tries, a variable which obviously
does not obstruc~ high growth. This is also true for all other
non-significant variables; qualification and size of firms seem
to have no influence on output and productivity growth. (Accordingly,· variables with no significant factor loading provide indirect information}. The combination of variables contained in
factor 2 express economic dynamism reflecting high output growth
and high productivity, and according to our a priori knowledge
of OIAs it should have negative values tn · these districts.
Factor 3 represenfs · an 11 input qual _ity 11 • factor, involving a high
level of productivity, linked wiht a low porportion of bluecollar workers and high wages. Each of the other variables has
an _insignificant influence on this "input-quality".
We customarily think of OIAs as having a pronounced absence of
11
input quality". They have an narrow range of occupational
skills )n the work-force, because the products _tend to be
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standardised. Their level of productivity is low, caused partly
by an old capital stock. The "input quality" represented in factor 3· is expressed by three variables: · two of them, which have
the highes~ loadings are presumably represented (with negative
signs) iri OIAs. Even if this factor does not discribe OIAs exactly, it should be able to illustrate- the lack of input quality"
and therefore carry negative values.
11

Factor lis strongly d~minated _by birth rates and death rates.
The l~vel of industry i& ilso posit~ve, and the range of occ~pational skills is of marginal significance. This factor shows
essentially the capacity of an OIA to renew itself and reflects
the positive age structure of firms. It may be best interpreted
as the one which describes newly industrial~sed, agricultural
regions, where _many ·newly-established (and sometimes assisted)
firms concentrate on a few industries and do not demand special
skills of the workforce, other input quality features (productivity
level, wage level) also being insignificant.
(b) Oistribution of factor values for OIAs
The factors ~hich . are marked by the loadings of the variables take
different values in the various districts. These values can have
unlimited positive .~r : negatiye di~ensions. The explanatory power
resides in the sign and in the relative position to other values.
Of the 82 districts, 8 were as~umed to be "old". 8 )
Table 2: Values of the Four Factors for Old Industrial Districts

Bruck/Mur
Juden-burg
Leoben
Lilienfeld
MUrzzuschlag
Neunkirchen
Scheibbs
Voitsberg

1
2.784
1. 782
3.063
1. 79()
2.657
.840
1.004
1. 714

2
-.453
.216
-.784
-.308
.448
-.459
-.173
-.113

3·
-.899
-.744
-.995
-1.119
-.950
-.452
-.692
-.754

4
-.014
-.451
.242
.516
.150
-.747
-.180
-.252

It can be seen from Table 2 that factor 1 and factor 3 have for
the relevant districts the same signs, factor 1 taking higher
values. This confirms the assumption that this constellation of
variables is an essential characteristic ~f 0IAs. This assumption
is reinforced by the relative strength of the factor values: in
the ranking of values of iactor 1, all the 8 "old" districts are
among the fir~t 15 (and 6 among the first 1).
Table 3: Ranking of factor 1 according to values
1
2

Leoben
--Bruck

3

MUrzzuschlag
Ganserndorf
Lilienfeld
Judenburg
Voitsberg
Steyr
Reutte
Spitta l
Linz
Zwettl
Scheibbs
St. Johann
Neunkircheri

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15

3.o63
2.784
2.657
.1. 926
1.790
1. 782
1. 714
1. 616
1. 286
L270
1.175
1.011
1.004
.847 .
.840

A stmilar picture yet not as accentuated results from the ranking
of the value of . factor 3 (which all have negative signs in old
districts): four of the old districts are among the first· 15, 3
further follow tightly on position 17, 18 .and 19.

-
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Table 4: ' Ranking of factor 3 according to values
Tamsweg
Zwettl
3 0berwart
4 Hartberg
5 Volkermarkt
6 Rohrbach
7 Hermagor
8 Giissin g
9 li li enf e ld
10 Leo.ben
11 · G.mUnd
12 MiirzŻuschlag
13 Lienz
14 Bruck/Mur
15 Horn
16 Waidhofen
17 Voitsberg
18 Judenburg
19 Scheibbs
1
2

1

-l.802

-1. 618
-1,549
· -1. 286
-1.273
-1. 249
-1.165
-1.132
-1.119
- .• 995
- .983 .
- .950
- .. 928
.899
- .868
:762
.754

-

.744

.692

The va~ues of factor 2 and factor ·4 show no special significancei
first the signs are changing and n~n~ of the ·relevftnt districts
is among the first or last va lues~· ·01d industrial districts assume
with bo.th factors average ranking, i.e. if factor 2 is considered
as the orie which indicates "growth" or "dyna~iim"> 0IAs manifest
neither especially strong nor _weak growth. Somewhat more surprising is the lack of dominance of factor 4. lt might be assumed
that the empirical findings of low birth rates and death rates
· in 0IAs should have ma·de · fac tor -4 mare significant. The insignificance may partly be due ~o the inclusion of the variable "level
of industry concentration" and p~rtly to the fact that the low
'
.
birth rate has significant value in factor 1.
So far
factor
occurs
in all

the emerging overall picture is as follows: factor 1 and
3 d~scribe essential features of 0IAs. This combination
only in 0IAs both factors being significantly different
other districts. Factor 2 and factor 4 include

_, Si3 -

characteristics which do not clearly seperate OIAs from other
areas. Factor 3 has been regarded above as the one which reflects the "quality" of the inp~t factors, especially of la~our. Because of the dominance of factor 1 in OIAs; it is tempting to regard this as th~ one w~ich reflects the "age" in industrial districts.
(c) Differentiation of "old" and other industrial districts
The fact that the negative values of factor 1 are often strongly
represented in rural districts (10 rural districts are among the
15 districts with the lowest negative values) can lead to the
impression that factor 1 reflects characteristics of industrial
areas in generał and is not suitable to characterise industrial
areas as specifically "ald". That fattor 1 expresses more than
just generał features of industri~l regions becomes evident . as
soon as the factor constellation cif all industrial d{stricts
(where the percentage employed in manufacturing industry is
higher than 50%} is taken_ into consideration.
Table 5: factor values of industrial districts

Mod ling
Wr. Neustadt
· Wien Umg.
Gmunden
Wels
Hallein
Bregenz
Dornbirn
Feldkirch
Baden
li nz
Steyr

1
2
--. 550
-.527
-.593
-.885
.522
-.430
-.309
-.167
:..1. 065
1.360
.532
-·.160
-.570
-.418
- . 370 -. -.156
-.648
-.015
• 367. -1.096
1.175
.480
1. 616
-.099

3

2.204
.049
1.565
.353
1.279
1.124
.210
.272
.041
.061
1.043
-.272

4
-.567
-.942
-.143
-.992
-1.193
-.769
-.258
-.475
-.670
.860
-.540
.304

Compared to the factor constellation of "o l d" industriaf districts, the d iff erence in factor 1 and factor 3 of these remaining industrial districts is striking. Factor 1 had (except

in the case of Linz and Steyr) either weak positive, mostly
negative values, and it would therefore be misleading to int~rpret factor 1 as a generał indicator for industrial areas (within industrial districts there are strong· differences regarding
factor 1).
Marked differences also exist regarding factor 3: barring the
case of Steyr, all remaining idustrial districts have positive
value~ which in 5 cases are exceptional. Thus the aformentioned
generał features of "old" industrial districts are reinfoced
by the comparison to other industrial districts: the dominance
of positive values of facior 1 and negative values of factor
3 signifying large firms, low female· participation rates, high
wages, strong concentratio~ of industries, low birthrates, low
productivity levels . and narrow ranges of occupational skills.
The comparison may be extended in the other direction to consider which districts have factor values similar to the ones
assumed to be "old". Three further examples emerge (Spittal,
Steyr, . Zwet~l) showing strong positive va lues for factor 1 and
negative values for factor 3. In analysing these additional
districts, tbe AJ lemma stated at the beginning of the factor
analytical approach again become~ e~ident: because this method
does not explain dependent variables by independent ones but
allocates constellations of characteristics according · to frequency criteria, a pre-analytical concept of allocation is
necessary to evaluate the factors. The · original designation_
of districts as OIAs may prove a posteriori not to have been
extensive enough, and three ·further districts may have to be
added.
6. Concluding Remarks
Data inadequacies and the l{mitations of factor analysis, which
is essentially a _reduction of~ complex bundle of variables into
certain factors, sugge~t some caution in interpreting the re- sults.9) Bearing this in mind, certain conclusions are ne~ertheless possible:
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First, it was possible to show that there are distinctive
differences in regions within -developed countries, and that OIAs
represent a special case of regions that can be described by
~ommon characterist~cs: two of the four factors had a strong
si:lnificance. both with regard to the sign and to the ranking
of factor values in those districts which were assumed to be
old. That not all four factors have an explanatory value for
OIAs is an indirect confirmation of the results. From this
it would follo~ that there areno multidimensional degrees in
the charactaristics of districts in Austria. lf this were the
case, there would be only old ones and those that are not old.
The nature of factor analysis consists of showing the varying
degrees of intensity of factor which not necessarity describe
OI As.

The combination of factor 1 and factor 3 enables us to give a
more precise description and definition of OIAs and represents
an attempt _at showing ·them as areas with suppJy-side inadequacies and inflexibilities. The most obvious cha~acteristic
is monostructure • .To the extent that problems have a "structural" cause, this is expressed by the variable "level of
industrj _concentration"~ That this characteristics alone is not
s~fficient _is shown by the fact that "level of industry concentration" is significant in three . of ~he four factors (conside~ing the smalf ~łz~ of di~tricts, there has to be a cer- ·
tain d~gree of sp~cialisation, anyway). Th~ disproportionate
size of firrns may bi taken as an indicator (according to ex~
port base models) of export orientation and dependency on export demand. The problem of OIAs is exacerbated by low p~oductivity, high wages, so the eificiency wages (in the sense
of the theory of · iumulative causation) are high. The combination of negative values of factor 3 (low productivity and
"quality") with characteristics of factor 1 {high wages) supports
the hypothesis of sucha negative causation. Many characteristics indicate that OIAs stayed within the product cycle and
point to inflexibilities in the socio-economic structure~
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They also correspond to an interpretation of the product cycle
where locational . aspects have been added. In the adva~ced stages
of a product~ a high capital intensity is combined with a· narrow
range of occupational skills, having its location in peripheral
industrial zones; a still persistent low female participation
rate hints to very coherent and ri~id social strata; as indi_cators of a low flexibility can ~lso be regarded - besides and _
caus~d by the large _plants of little diversified industry - low
birth rates but also low death rates.
The combination of characteristics· found in old industri.al
districts therefore not only enables amore precise description
but corresponds {to the extent the lfmtte~ data make it possible)
to the purported hypothesis 10 ): OIAs, as farmer prospero~s
regions, are at the en~ of a "de~elopment cycle"; c6nsequently
the supply-side elements by which they can be described indicate
a low degree of flexibility and make them the least capable of
adjusting to structural change.

_ __ _ __
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Notes
1) The weak explanatory content of "structural" explanations
is not only due to the crude explanatory approach of
shift-share analysis. Using a theoretically more sophisticated model of normal growth pattern, the same picture emer.ges (Steiner, 1981).
2) ~ similar interp~etation of the shift of economic import~nce
of ~egions in the United States from the northern industrial
centres to the . sout~ and the west in terms of the product
cycle hypothesis is given by Norton/Rees (1979).
3) For a mare extended version of these theoretical considerations
-see Steiner _(l983).
4) This interpretation of OIAs has much in common with the idea
put forward by Chinitz (1961). He uses the concept of a region's _capacity for attracting new industries with considerable freedom of location from a transport point of _view. The
fact that OIAs are lacking this capacity may be traced to a
certain combination of factors of supply forming interindustry influences on factor costs.
5) From the total number of 120 districts in Austria the 23 .
districts . of the metropol i tan area of Vienn ·a were excluded
as · being untypical because of urban . agglomerations, since
they probably w_o uld have · distorted - the results. Also some
minor techn ie.a i· ~-h-a~ges -h~~ ·to:· b-e · made:·· :f he i districts of.
· the provincial capitals and their surroundingi were compressed into one, a few districts _,ad to b~ _ómitted because
of the incompleteness of the data set.
6) The calculations cited in this paper were implemented on
the UNIVAC 1100/81 cómputer of the Universities of Graz
by means of the BMO - computerprogram for factor · analysis
(see Dixon/Brown, 1979).
7) Export base models are hard to test empirically; lacking in
mos~ cases the data for regional export revenues, some rough
approximations like size of plants or locition quotients
have been used. That the size of plants might indicate export
orientation is backed by. arguments painting tÓ indivisibilities and minimum efficieot size so that production exceeds

-
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local demand.
8) As mentioned above, these districts were chosen according to
an a priori baśis, _derived from a commonly agreed ·concensus
which districts may be considered to be old. This selection
is of course somewhat arbitrary and open to criticism; the
number could have been larger or smaller. In this analysis
a restrictive interpretation is used and the number of ·
11
old 11 indus_trial districts limi~ed to eight. In order to
avo~d the dang~r of petitio principii ~districts being terme~
"old 11 and then the characteristics being confirmed by the
analysis) the sample of districts regarded as "old" is similar to the one employed in another study (Tichy, 1981).
9_) I n ord er t o c o n fi rm the em p i r i c a 1 e v i de nce of t h e re su lt s.
of the principal component ·factor analysis described so far,
the data was also tested by alternative methods of factor
analysis, as well as by means of a cluster analysis.
The maximum-likelihood factor analysis, a · rather ~ifferent
method of factor extraction, yield virtually the same
factor structure as the principal component factor analysis.
Evidently, the solution
invariant to the method
factor analysis with an
orthogonal) rotation of
was very similar to the
analysis.

of the data examined is in the main
used for rotation, too; after _a
·oblique (as opposed to the hitherto
the factors the factor structure
results of the principal component

Since the analysis _ of the data by different methods of factor
analysis produced essentially the same results, the original
findings seem to be confirmed. ·
· Asa further _test the same data set where factor analysis
has been applied was then proved by means of a cluster
analysis (see Dixon/Brown, 1979). It turn out that the
classification problem is solved similarly in the main
fe at ur e by . facto r a n a l y s i s a n d ·c 1 ust er a n a l y s i s ~ ( An e-x te n de d ·
description of the factor-analytical methods used may be
obtained from the authors upon request).
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10) In the sense of falsificationism the undertaken attempt to
find empiri~al confirmation of our hypothesis is of course
no ~proof" for the validity. Sargent once used for~ test
of his "rational expectations" the modest formulation that
his hypothesis is "not obscene~y at variance with the data"
bee Maddock/Carter, 1982, p. 46). We hope for our paper
·- that the degree of obscene variance is small enough not
t~ raise prote~t even according to puritanic standards.
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DISCUSSIONS
Paper by I. Masser
Discussion participants: R. Espejo,· A. Straszak, I. Masser.
Discussion focussed on functions which should .be performed by
local government and on proper balancing of these functions.
This regards e.g. ·the strategie monitoring function and the
eveluation and appreciation functions. A lack of sucha balance
may lead to impairrnent of planning and implementation capacities in local govern.ments. It turns out crucial to set up_a mechanism for getting a feedback, through reportir.g, hearings seerningly - redundant inforrnątion, related to own plans and acttions. Modern computing equipment may greatly help _i:n carrying
out this task, but it must be used in _a very delicate manner.
Paper by D. Boekemann and R. Kulikowski
Discussion participants:

I. Masser, .S. Dresch, S. Ikeda,
R. Kulikowski, D. Boekemann.

The discussion concentrated first of all on the institutional
side of the systems modell, with particular attention paid to
the differences between Austria and Poland in that domain. The
authors acknowledged existence of such differences~ but pointted out that ther can be reduced to the question of proportions,
since e.g. there is in Poland an important, although not very
large, share of market-oriented tourism operations. When the
international tourism market is considered, differences get
even smaller. In case of Poland the main problem is adequate
cooperation between various · operators in the tourism and recreation field~, be it specialized enterprises, trade unions, insti tutions owning facili ties for their employees etc. This applies
as weil, to investment policies and regional promotion, made on
the basis of investments and other approaches.
Utility functions of local authority decisions were said to be
assessed primarily on the basis of rnonetary value of decisions
made.

* Most of these operators enlarge· recently the rnarket-oriented
share of their activities (eds.).

-
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Paper by M. Steiner and U. Posch
Discussion participants: A. Mouwen, S. Ikeda, M. Steiner.
First, in answering the question on possibilities of a foreasting
use of the results obtained it was indicated that factor analysis
by itself does not reveal the causal structure, which would be
necessary for any sort of forecasting application. Thus, only a
comparative study could be undertaken. On the other hand, the available time series of the data did not go beyond the period 1971-1981, and for some items only 1971-1979, and therefore the cornparative study could not encornpass the dynarnics of processes in
question, but only the static aspects.
Paper by J. Kacprzyk and A. Straszak
Discussion part~cipants: R. Espejo, I. Mass~r, J. Kacprzyk.
Discussion centered around the need of irnplementing cornputer-based
inforrnation systerns using approaches which would not lose much of the
information available and still present it in a sirnple and legible
way. Besides the fuzzy-set-theoretic constructs other approaches
were cited, such as Bayesian inference rules. Within this context
the questions related to extensions of such applications were raised, pertaining narnely to.knowledge-based expert systems. These
systerns,nowadays in the developrnent stage, may contain inforrnation in terms of "if ••• then ••• " ~taternents, where both conditions
and events are fuzzy defined. When developed and tested, such systerns may have a great irnpact on observation and analysis of sociO:.
-econornic processes.

